Strategic
Retreat

Align your management towards your Vision,
define the winning Strategies for the future and
develop your Strategic Narrative

Why
SARGIA
Partners
Strategic
Retreat
A leadership development workshop
which will allow your leadership team to
plan from the future defining your shared
purpose and your strategic priorities and
to develop your organization’s Strategic
Narrative that will connect you with all
your key audiences
A unique experience that will enable you
to develop commonly agreed strategic
transformation initiatives
A mindset changer that will initiate
breakthrough thinking for increasing the
synergy and effectiveness of your team
and the prosperity of your business

Scope
and
objectives
Define your current business scenario
-

Align your Managers to the shared vision
-

Bridge the distance between now and where you
wish to be in the future
-

Design the key strategic initiatives leading there
-

Instill a creative mindset in your strategic planning
-

Leverage Resources and practices across different
Units
-

Conduct insightful Portfolio Pruning
-

Garner the energy and focus of your Management
-

Build your Story: Your Strategic Narrative that will
connect you with your key audiences
-

Generate a sense of commitment and renewal
from all

Pre-retreat sessions
These sessions include:

▪ Delivery and completion of a thorough diagnostic questionnaire that identifies the
current situation
▪ Selection of a retreat site that is conducive to the result you want
▪ Collaborative work to understand and assess the market, product and profit
intricacies
▪ Customized design and finalization of the workshop’s agenda

Workshop day 1
PART 1 : Who are we?

What is our mission?
What is our business?
What is our current Market situation?
Who is our competition?
How can we differentiate from the competition?
What are our values?

PART 2 : Where are we?
Designing our SWOT analysis

PART 3: Where do we want to go?

Defining our Leadership Brand
Safeguarding alignment with the Organization’s Vision

PART 3: How will we know we got there?
Critical Success Indicators

Workshop day 2
PART 1: How will we get there?

Reinventing Strategies with a Creative Mindset
Large and Small Group facilitated workshops
Presentation of teamwork and Discussion
Agreement on strategic goals and objectives
Developing the Strategic Narrative

PART 2: Defining and agreeing upon our next steps
Designing a list of future actions
Agreeing upon the next steps to follow

Gains

your

▪ Acquire a common definition and understanding of your current
business scenario
▪ Align your managers to the shared vision & values of your
organization
▪ Instill creative mindset in your strategic planning by contemplating
orthodoxies and using divergent thinking practices
▪ Build your Strategic Narrative, one that defines your company’s
Purpose, communicates your Leadership Brand, and embodies your
Culture
▪ Inspire your management team to focus on the future possibilities
and witness a sense of commitment and renewal from all

your

Coach

Georgia is the founder and CEO of SARGIA Partners and CEO Clubs
Greece . An expert on business and leadership and a natural
edge-walker, she has inspired leaders around the world to take a
stand, create radical new rules of business, generate systemic
change and transform their leadership for game-changing results.
Her clients are passionate, powerful and prosperous CEOs,
Entrepreneurs and Senior Executive Teams with a track record of
success, looking to play even bigger.
Georgia facilitates core shifts in consciousness, mindsets and
behaviors which are needed to achieve the desired results in the
context of transformation.
Georgia has worked with leaders and leadership teams in the
FMCG, financial, technology, pharmaceutical, industrial and green
energy sectors. Due to her diversified and vast experience in
organizational structure/management matters and unique
capability of C-level coaching, she is typically engaged to support
leaders in strengthening their interpersonal impact, agility, team
leadership ability and leadership brand, as well as strengthening
their team’s alignment and effectiveness.
Her rich international business career includes a decade as an
industry leader in executive search services and 20 years of
commercial management experience from the consumer,
industrial and technology sectors, working with Stanton Chase, 3M,
Philip Morris, TYCO and WR Grace, in Greece, the USA and the
Middle East.
She holds Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees in Chemical
Engineering from the University of Massachusetts, USA.

Georgia Kartsanis

Leadership Transformation Coach

Inspiring Leaders
to develop

bigger minds

